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Easy Color Picker Full Crack is a lightweight and easy-
to-use Unicode color grabber specially made for

programmers and web developers who prefer working
in Notepad++, thanks to its wide range of options and

configuration settings. Create HTML, Delphi, VB or
C++ code with color codes It gives you the possibility
to choose favorite colors from the palette and insert

their codes into your projects. The tool supports
several formats, namely HTML, Delphi, Visual Basic,

C++ and RGB. Integrate Easy Color Picker into
Notepad++ Integrating this plugin into Notepad++ is
a simple task that doesn't involve additional software
requirements, such as.NET Framework. You just have
to unpack the downloaded archive and move the.dll

file to the "plugins" folder of the code editor, whether
you have the installer or portable version. If the text

editor was already running before moving the.dll,
make sure to restart it to apply changes. It's

recommended to start Notepad++ with administrative
rights, since Easy Color Picker may require permission
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to write its.ini configuration file to save custom colors.
Explore the color dialog and save custom colors From
this point on, you can access Easy Color Picker from

the "Plugins" menu or by pressing Ctrl+Alt+C. It
summons the color dialog built into Windows, where
you can quickly select basic, predefined colors from

the table as well as create a list of custom colors after
exploring the spectrum and adjusting the hue,

saturation, luminance, red, green and blue channels.
Write color codes in HTML, Delphi, VB, C++ or RGB

format Once you click "Ok", the tool inserts the code of
the selected color at the mouse cursor's current

position. From the settings panel, it's possible to pick
the color format between HTML (hexadecimal with
#RGB), Delphi (integer or hex with $00BGR), Visual
Basic (&BGR), C++ (0x00BGR) or RGB (red, green,
blue output only). Requires admin rights to save

custom colors By default, Easy Color Picker saves the
custom colors you specify in the Windows dialog.

However, this may require the administrative rights
we previously mentioned. You can also open the.ini
configuration file to view, edit and save the custom
color codes, current color and format, as well as to

prevent the app from saving custom colors (this can
also be done from the options panel). Unp
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Easy Color Picker is a lightweight and easy-to-use
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Unicode color grabber specially made for
programmers and web developers who prefer working
in Notepad++, thanks to its wide range of options and
configuration settings. Add colors to HTML, Delphi, VB

or C++ code It gives you the possibility to choose
favorite colors from the palette and insert their codes
into your projects. The tool supports several formats,

namely HTML, Delphi, Visual Basic, C++ and RGB.
Easy to integrate into Notepad++ Integrating this

plugin into Notepad++ is a simple task that doesn't
involve additional software requirements, such as.NET
Framework. You just have to unpack the downloaded
archive and move the.dll file to the "plugins" folder of

the code editor, whether you have the installer or
portable version. If the text editor was already running
before moving the.dll, make sure to restart it to apply
changes. It's recommended to start Notepad++ with

administrative rights, since Easy Color Picker may
require permission to write its.ini configuration file to
save custom colors. Explore the color dialog and save
custom colors From this point on, you can access Easy

Color Picker from the "Plugins" menu or by pressing
Ctrl+Alt+C. It summons the color dialog built into

Windows, where you can quickly select basic,
predefined colors from the table as well as create a list

of custom colors after exploring the spectrum and
adjusting the hue, saturation, luminance, red, green

and blue channels. Write color codes in HTML, Delphi,
VB, C++ or RGB format Once you click "Ok", the tool
inserts the code of the selected color at the mouse
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cursor's current position. From the settings panel, it's
possible to pick the color format between HTML

(hexadecimal with #RGB), Delphi (integer or hex with
$00BGR), Visual Basic (&BGR), C++ (0x00BGR) or RGB

(red, green, blue output only). May require admin
rights to save custom colors By default, Easy Color
Picker saves the custom colors you specify in the
Windows dialog. However, this may require the

administrative rights we previously mentioned. You
can also open the.ini configuration file to view, edit
and save the custom color codes, current color and
format, as well as to prevent the app from saving

custom colors (this can also b7e8fdf5c8
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• Color Picker for Notepad++: Choose from several
color palettes or create your own. • Easy to use, start
with a single click. • The palette table is sorted by hue,
saturation and lightness for easy access. •
Configurable from within the tool. • Full Unicode color
support. • Supports basic, predefined colors as well as
selecting colors in the hex, RGB, HSL or YIQ color
model. • Configurable color format: HTML, Delphi,
Visual Basic, C++ and RGB. • Supports hex, integer
and RGB color codes. • Color codes can be inserted at
the current cursor position, or selected from a list of
predefined colors or custom colors. • The.ini file can
also be configured to prevent color save or overwrite.
• The script runs in Notepad++. • All settings can be
customized from within the tools Settings panel. •
Quickly toggle between color mode and normal text. •
Supports internal color picking and option for color
picking from the environment. • Runs in Notepad++
and portable versions. • May require administrative
rights to save custom colors. • Requires.NET
Framework 3.5 SP1 to load/work. • Supports Unicode.
• Easy to embed into Winforms applications. • No
external dependencies. • Compatible with Visual
Studio solutions (.sln) and Makefiles. • Unicode color
picker plugin based on [NPP-Easy-Color-Picker]( •
Contribution to the community is welcome. It is no
longer included in Notepad++ Portable versions.
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Current version of Easy Color Picker is 1.2. The
previous version is 0.9.1 which is for Windows XP or
earlier versions. You can download the previous
version for these OSes from Easy Color Picker's
SourceForge page. Features: 1- Choose your favorite
colors, you can get it from the colorful version of
Notepad++ color picker plugin, or color picker
downloaded from here. 2- Save custom colors easily.
3- Quickly toggle between color mode and normal
text. 4- Support the hex color codes, such as
#123456, #F00,

What's New in the Easy Color Picker?

Problems when copying code from web sites? Need to
grab colors for your code editor? Looked for color
selection web solutions that don't cause headaches?
Have a lot of color codes? Picked a color, but need to
change its hue? Dont like how colors are applied in
Notepad++? Want to add more colors to your
software? Want to make a keyboard shortcut to
change the current color? Have some problems when
opening a color? Need to add more colors on your
own? Want to make a simple color selector? Easy
Color Picker is a time-saving and intuitive solution for
this. This tool is designed to be a quick palette for
notepad users. Instead of searching through
thousands of color codes, you can set some of them as
favorite colors with this easy tool. Great color selector
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for Notepad++ from the creator of the Notepad++
plugin. Some features: - Select a color from 6 color
palettes (colored Windows, HTML, Delphi, Visual Basic,
C++ and RGB) - Choose a color from the hexadecimal
or decimal format - Choose the output format between
hexadecimal (#RGB), decimal (0x00BGR),
hexadecimal ( &BGR) and RGB - Specify the output
format as hex, decimal, RGB or RGB_A - Set a
keyboard shortcut to toggle between colors - Set a set
of actions for displaying and hiding palette - Set a
color as the default color - Save the color as an HTML,
Delphi or VB code - Save the color as a hex, decimal,
RGB, RGB_A or RGB_A_2A_B - Set a color as a favorite
- Freeze the palette - Set a color as the current color -
View the color palette in the Windows color dialog -
Set whether Easy Color Picker can't save custom
colors - Customize the color palette via the options
panel - Color selector window for Notepad++ - Works
on almost every version of Windows - Works on
Windows 98SE, NT4.0, 2000, ME, XP, Vista, Windows 7
- works in Notepad++ - written in C# Custom Color
Picker Pro 2.1 A color picker which enables you to
select colors in color windows or by clicking on a color.
With one click, you can change the color of your
words.
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System Requirements:

PC: - Windows 7 - Intel Core i5-2400 - 8GB RAM - GPU:
Nvidia GeForce GTX 560 - DirectX 11 compatible driver
- 4GB VRAM Mac: - OS X 10.7 - Intel Core i5 2.5Ghz
Cell Phone: - Android - Android OS 2.3.3
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